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The skillful editing of Charles Cooper and lee Odell has produced a 

carpilation of essays detennined. to upset traditional views of writing in 

Research 2!:1 Catposing: Points of Departure. True to title, the aim is redirec

tion of research into written carposition. Each essay raises questions and 

suggests new directions. 

Essays in Research ·on ·eonpos1.ng: ~ ·~ ·DepSrtlire are chosen · to prod 

educators and researchers into unexplored areas. The introductory essay, 

"Discourse 'Iheory: Inplications for Research," by Odell, Cooper and Cynthia 

Courts begins the close scrutiny of basic concepts in the field. Ways are 

suggested to test existing theories and challenge status quo. 

Richard E. Young's "Paradi1!'11l8 and Problems" enphasizes the difficulties 

inherent in invention. Discovering a subject/topic is an area largely ignored 

by researchers. Young places nost of the blame on text rraterials. Uniformly 

rigid, texts concentrate on exterior form. Explore the classical influence, 

suggests Young, for answers to the inner cOOl)Osition. 

S:imilar in point is Walter Petty's essay, ''The Writing of Young Children." 

Petty advocates a study of the processes young children use. Teachers can observe 

the act of writing, the effects of environment on writing and the choice of topics, 

thus adding to the ·body of available mterial. 

Of value to teachers is "story Workshop: Writing from start to Finish." 

John Sci'ultz, like Richard Young, is concerned wi.th invention. Schultz offers 
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• 

• 

a set of procedures illustrated with workshop sessions in carposing: Because 

"story Workshop" assumes the creative process can be enhanced by a director, 

Schultz underlines the element of assignment in corrposing. 

These few, of the ten essays in Research~ CO!!J?Os1ng: Points of Departure, 

are highlights. Two are sunnerized nore fully because of the possibility for 

1nrnediate classI'OCIII application. 

"The Carposing Process and the Function of Writing" is James Britten's 

exploration of current trends and their 1:imitations. Britton sees writing as two 

separate abilities rather than the one single ability tradition sees. 

The audience category is identified as one determiner of the approach the 

writer will take. Britton lists ten categories of audience-writer relationships • 

How a writer perceives this relationship will differ according to task. 

The second of Britten's identified abilities is that of function. This 

is related to what is intended and how it affects the reader. The function of 

writer as participant, as creator and as spectator control how the writer will 

approach the mterial. Britton asks what factors control this decision, what 

haPpens in the carposing to nove the writer from one role to another. 

Donald M. M..trray's "Internal Revision: A Process of Discovery" is a call 

for research. Rewriting, accuses M..trray, is the least researched, least under

stood and - usually - least taught skill. Writing is the "process of using 

language to discover meaning in experience and to ccmnunicate it." This process 

nust include revision. 

Revision is the understanding and coorrunication of what has appeared in 

the first draft. The internal revision deals with questions of subject, adequate 
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information, form and language. &l.iting and proofreading are handled in the 

external revision. Obviously, states MurTay, the rnst inlJortant point of 

discovery occurs during internal revision. Here is where the writer cooes to 

terms with what he has written. 

Research in CClIIJ?Osing: Points of Departure can be an inlJortant resource 

for educators. It reminds us that there are no set methods of teaching 

composition, no hard and fast rules that will lead all students to excel. It 

is, in a sense, a call to explore, redefine and experiment with the composing 

process. It is a beginning. 
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CHOICES: A VARIEI'Y OF COMPOSITION COURSE READINGS 

Madeline Hamermesh 
Normandale ColltllUnity College 
Bloomington, Minnesota 

Not least among the rrany problems we teachers of composition face is that 

of content in student themes. We are quite used to emphasizing the obviously and 

easily corrigible errors in spelling, punctuation, usage, sentence structure, 

paragraph coherence, and strategies of rhetorical development, but what can we 

make of a theme that is free of bleeding red marks, is structured so tightly 

that the outline bones protrude, but yet is replete with banal and superficial 

assertions about tired topics? Do we give A's to that kind of paper? The 

student is, after all, writing correct and structured prose. Or, recognizing 

that verbal expression is the outward dress of the inner idea, do we also dem9nd 

of our students stimulating thought about significant subjects? I believe that 

this choice between mechanical correctness and interesting content (though they 

are not mutually exclusive) presents a comnon dilernna in theme evaluation. 

But if this is an accurate assessment, we should ask why the intellectual 

vacuum. I think that the reasons are several: Our cormn.mity college students 

are typically young (preponderantly in their late teens) and therefore lack much 

in simple living experience. Further, they bring to college a background poor in 

information and concepts, for college is, after all, the place where one acquires 

both, a process of acquisition that freshmen are only just beginning. Finally 

(and obviously) our students are part of a culture whose dominant disease is 

creeping illiteracy, of which television is both symptom and partial cause. 

Given these conditions, where then are our students to find the stuff of A essays? 
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